
Is the s�ng that poisonous? 

The Abarth 500 

Since 1949 Abarth has been to Fiat what 

AMG has been to Mercedes Benz. 

The ‘all new’ Fiat 500 was launched in 

2007 and has been a hit ever since,    

especially interna'onally where it was 

awarded World Car Design of the Year in 

2009, and whilst all of this was            

happening Abarth was wai'ng in the 

shadows to pounce. 

Launched locally last year (2011) at the Johannesburg   

Interna'onal Motor Show the Abarth 500 was presented 

to the public in several configura'ons.  At the bo4om of 

the range was the approximately R 250 000 entry level 

model (our test model) and topping the range with the      

R 520 000 plus 695 Ferrari Tributo, which in my opinion at 

that price would only appeal to a true Abarth aficionado.  

The 695 is also highly collectable owing to limited            

produc'on numbers. 

Back to our test model.  Now a common mispercep'on is 

that the car is called the Fiat 500 Abarth.  The car is just 

called the Abarth 500.  I in fact searched it from bumper to 

bumper for a single Fiat badge and came up empty           

handed.  All the Fiat badges have been replaced with red 
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and yellow ones whose prominent feature is a black      

scorpion. In fact not even the key bears the four le4er 

word.  Not exactly the stuff associated with u'litarian 

transport, and its not!  If it is just a car you seek then the 

FIAT 500 is your chariot.  This one has a s'ng. 

Beneath the bonnet lies a 1400 cc turbo charged petrol 

engine which produces 103kW and 206Nm turning this car 

into a formidable pocket rocket.  Zero to 100 km/h is dealt 

with in 7.9 seconds and the scorpion can reach 205 km/h 

on any day of the week, scarcity of traffic police              

dependant. 

Handling too differs vastly from the Fiat owing to different 

sport orientated suspension, and the same applies to   

braking. 

One of the car’s many redeeming and unique features is 

the throaty exhaust note delivered courtesy of its sport 

exhaust system.  At low revs the li4le car purrs along like 

any other but crack out the heavy foot and it explodes into 

life and snaps & snarls at you – or rather at those who you 

pass and there shall be many. 

On the road, which is where all the fun is to be had,         

especially if there are a few twists and turns the Abarth 

comes into its own.  The steering is incredibly precise and 
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handling is thus razor sharp, but not without a li4le under-

steer just to keep you awake and the adrenalin pumping.  

Thro4le response is very good and 

despite using a high pressure   

turbo there is no no'ceable turbo 

lag when it counts. 

Under, what I would call extreme 

driving is where the Abarth comes 

into its own, and thanks to being 

very light and the uprated          

suspension and brakes you can 

brake later and throw it into     

corners harder.  This is how life is 

meant to be lived – on the ragged 

edge of fear and excitement. 

Abarth is as Italian as pasta and 

provolone and with Italians comes 

a certain quirkiness in design and 

func'onality.  So saying apart from 

the oversized “boost” gauge 

mounted, almost as an aKer-

thought, to the leK of the            

instrument cluster the car is a feast of prac'cality and   

intelligent design. 

It has enough sea'ng for 5 people and a boot in which to 

store things.  The back seats can be then folded flat for the 

storage of more things, and there is a cubby hole and         

storage spots for added convenience.  What this means is 

that the Abarth is capable of being used every day despite 

being a purpose built li4le monster and that, no ma4er 

which way you look at it is very, very good. 

Insofar as interior appointments are concerned the Abarth 

has all the li4le luxuries and conveniences that you would 

expect from a quarter bar car.  Climate control, electrically 

operated thingies, power steering, Bluetooth (Blue & Me) 

and leather trim are all standard as are many other        

nice features. 

Styling is Italian and therefore downright sexy.  The Fiat 

version is like a pastor’s daughter; sweet and good looking, 

and the Abarth is also a good looking pastor’s daughter… 

but from a satanic church. 

This I think sums up the Abarth nicely.  It gives you every-

thing that you want and need in a Mini sized hatchback but 

also has a naughty side too… 

Are you Abarth material?  Well answer this ques'on and 

you will know… 

How wicked is your wicked side? 

 

Test car courtesy of Fiat South Africa 


